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‘"The person who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to whom
every soil is as his native one is already strong; but he is perfect to whom the
entire world is as a foreign place ”
Hugo of St. Victor, Didascalicon, c. 1120
“Every nation ... whether Greek or barbarian, has the same conceit that it
before all other nations invented the comforts of human life.”
Giambattista Vico, The New Science, 1744 (Axiom 125)
“The West is not in the West. It is a project, not a place.”
Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse, 1989
“We are never as steeped in history as when we pretend not to be, but if we
stop pretending we may gain in understanding what we lose in false inno
cence. Naivete is often an excuse for those who exercise power. For those
upon whom that power is exercised, naivete is always a mistake.”
MichelRolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past, 1995
“Gog and Magog are at work in the Middle East. Biblical prophecies are
being fulfilled ... This confrontation is willed by God, who wants to use this
conflict to erase his peoples enemies before a new age begins.”
President George W. Bush to French President Jacques Chirac
justifying the U.S. invasion of Iraq, 2003
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Introduction: Yellow Peril Incarnate
[A] veritable octopus hadfastened upon England—a yellow octopus whose head
was that o f Dr. FuManchu, whose tentacles were dacoity, thuggee, modes of
death, secret and swift, which in the darkness plucked men from life and left no
clew behind.
Sax Rohmer, The Insidious Dr. FuManchu (1913)
Paired with the quote by Sax Rohmer, our cover image (Figure 1) is a smirk
ing yellow octopus possessively hugging the globe. The stylish sea creature
with the title “The Japanese ‘brain trust’ and how it plans to act,” drawn by
Weimar Berlinbased illustrator Erich Schilling, was printed in the German
satirical magazine Simplicissimus in 1935, at a time Japan was expanding
into China. ^This volume juxtaposes fragments of different times and differ
ent places to illustrate connections not otherwise imagined or understood.
Shown alongside this contemporary political cartoon (Figure 2), we sud
denly become aware of a continuity of a visual political language. Appearing
seventyfive years later, Colognebased German satirist Heiko Sakurai’s
commentary on the Google octopus is part of a visual political culture that
is still potent, though we may not understand why.
The historical moments are distinct, yet the messages are the same. As
we’ll discover throughout this volume, there is a long tradition of European
originated visuals representing some part o f Asia as competing with and
threatening “the West.” Sakurai’s octopus can be viewed as more benign.
Perhaps Schilling’s could as well. However, this 1873 railroad monopoly
octopus (Figure 3) has no ambiguity—^it threatens the virtue of America.
And we’ll discover in this volume how class conflict has been racialized and
sexualized.

Figure 1. Illustrator Erich Schilling published some 1,500
drawings with the Munich-based
satirical magazine Simplicis
simus between
1907-1944.
He was known for his modernist art deco style. This illustration predated the Anti-Soviet
Pact signed by Germany and
Japan in 1936. Erich Schilling,
“The Japanese ‘Brain Trust,’”
Simplicissimus, v. 39, n. 44
(January 27, 1935), cover. Rare
Book & Manuscript Library,
Columbia University in the City
of New York.

Figure 2. Cologne-based satirist Heiko Sakurai’s Google octopus taking back its
toys in the face of a bespectacled Chinese octopus said to be hacking online data
about Chinese dissidents. Heiko Sakurai, “Octopus Data,” The West German
Daily News (January 14, 2010). © 2010 Heiko Sakurai. Courtesy of the artist.
www.sakurai-cartoons.de

Figure 3. Frank Bellew, “The Cephalopod, or Terrestrial Devil Fish— Monster
of Centralization,” New York Daily Graphic, (March 4, 1873), 8. Courtesy of the
New York Public Library.

Figure 4. The tentacles represent the railroad monopoly monster entangling
Columbia in order to destroy the scrolled U.S. Constitution she is protecting.
Detail, “The Cephalopod.”
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Columbia, a common nineteenthcentury female embodiment o f the
United States perhaps best known as the logo for Columbia Pictures or the
Statue of Liberty, is here a “damsel in distress” trying desperately to protect
the rolled document labeled “The Constitution” from the monster s extend
ing reach. The “Cephalopod’s” tentacles, detailed as railroad cars, represent
grabbing monopolistic railroad companies. The monster has already eaten
“congressional honor” and now wants to run the nation by destroying its
foundational claim to sovereignty.
The dystopic cartoon of Columbia being assaulted can best be appreci
ated when paired with a romantic painting embodying Americas Manifest
Destiny to occupy the continent. John Cast s “American Progress” (Figure 5)
shows Columbia enlightening the North American continent. Civilization
would follow the suns arc westward, laying the “progress” of cultivated
lands, telegraph lines, railroads, and steamships in her wake as “savages”
and wild animals flee.
Octopuses had long been the icons of topdown authoritarian power in
Europe. In industrializing America, however a revolutionary nation that

imagined itself free of the corruption of Europe also became entangled
in monopolies controlling previously unimagined wealth and power. The
tension between an expansive empire of promises and a fear of autocrats
threatening virtue had been at the core of Europeanstyle republics. The
result? An internal psychic fear projected outward toward various “others.”
The uses and abuses of this Other, as we’ll see in this volume, relates to the
ongoing historical formulation of the normative American Self. Such anxi
eties, fears, and paranoia have been powerfully captured and conveyed in
the development of the colonialist Enlightenment culture of Europe and
the U.S.— in its various patrician, expressive, intellectual, commercial, and
political forms.

Figure 5. John Cast, “American Progress,” Chromolithograph after Cast’s painting by George A. Crofutt (1873). Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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WESTERN CIVILIZATION VIOLATED

The white woman from 7j^e Master Detective (Figure 6) is scared yet trans
fixed, ready to scream yet mute. Her Chinese seducer/assaulter has her
mesmerized with his steely gaze and threatening claw. The artist of this par
ticular image is not credited in this issue of the detectivefiction weekly, nor
do any of the stories contained within involve an Asian villain, protagonist,
or even character. No matter— such images sold and that’s all that counted.
Sax Rohmer took this bundle of anxieties, investments, and archetypes
and combined them with the urban legends of vice, crime, and opium
addiction in the London slums to fabricate the fantastic world of Fu
Manchu (1913). Fii Manchu desires neither white women (though he uses
them to manipulate Scotland Yard), nor fame. He is bizarre, “queer,” non
heteronormative. Horrors! He cannot be bought off. Instead, the inscrutable
Dr. Fu Manchu uses his Western intellect and Eastern cunning to try to
destroy Western Civilization and beat it at its pwn game of world con
quest. He organizes the colonized against the British, and picks off colonial
administrators who catch on to his plot. This sublimated revenge fantasy
helps make sense.of why the Devil Doctor seems to take so much pleasure
in his ability to outwit and terrify the British. The messy details of Western
violence need not complicate the story of Western purity and innocence.
In a paranoid political culture, seemingly random disruptions of London’s
peace can be explained simply and elegantly: The East wants to annihilate
the West.

INTRODUCTION

CASH
PRIZES
FOR YOUR
DETECTIVE ABILITY

“THis manj whether a fanatic or a duly appointed agent, is, unquestionably,
the most malign arid formidable personality existing in the known world
today. He is a linguist who speaks with almost equal facility in any of the
civilized languages, and in most of the barbaric. He is ari adept in all the arts
and sciences which a great university could, teach him. He also is an adept in
certain obscure arts and sciences which university of today can teach. He
has the brains of any three men of genius. Petrie, he is a mental giant.”
“You airiaze me!” I said.
“As to his mission among irien. Why did Isd. Jules Furneaiix fall dead in
a Paris opera house? Because of heart failure? No! Because iiis last speech
had shown that he held the key to the secret of Tongking. What became of
the Grand Duke Stanislaus? Elopement? Suicide? Nothing of the kind. He
alone was fully alive to Russia’s growing peril. He alone knew the truth about
Mongolia. Why was Sir Crichton Davey murdered? Because, had the work he
was engaged upon ever seen the light it would have shown himi to be the only
living Englishman who understood the importance of the Tibetan frontiers. I
say to you solemnly, Petrie; that these are but a few. Is there a man who would
arouse the West to a sense of the awakening of the East, who would teach
the deaf to hear, the blind to see, that the millions only await their leader?
He will die. And this is only one phase of the devilish campaign. The others
I can merely surmise.”
;
' ! "^
“But, Smith, this is almost incredible! What perverted geriius controls this
awful secret movernent?”
“Imagine a person, tall, lean and feline, high shouldered, with a brow like
Shakespeare and a face like Satan, a closeshaven skull, arid long, magnetic
eyes of the true catgreen. Invest him with all the cruel cunning of an entire
Eastern race, accumulated in one giant intellect, .with all the resources of
science past and present, with all the resources, if you will, of a wealthy gov
ernment—which, however, already has denied all knowledge of his existence.
Imagine that awful being, and you have a mental picture of Dr. Fu Manchu,
the yellow peril incarnate in orie man.’’' >
:
•
SsKKohmer, The Insidious Dr. FuManchu
(New York: McBride Nast & Co., 1911, 1913) 236.

Figure 6. Yoshio Kishi/lrene Yah Ling Sun, The Master Detective (January, 1930).
Collection of Asian Americana made possible in large part in memory of Dr. Wei
Yu Chen, MSS 292, Series V, Box 18, folder 12. Courtesy of Fales Library and
Special Collections, New York University.

In The Mask o f Fu Manchu (1932), the fifth Fu Manchu novel, the Devil
Doctor competes with the British Museum to unearth the mask of the

INTRODUCTION

Figure 7. Boris Karloff made up in “yellowface” as Fu Manchu. Note the two circular octopus motifs behind the throne. Film still from The Mask of Fu Manchu
(1932). Licensed By: Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved.

“golden prophet” Mohammed in order to rally Muslims worldwide against
British imperialism. Yet when M GM Studios adapted the novel for American
audiences that same year, they dropped the colonial history, cleansing the
violation of and violence upon a people into a simplistic tale of defense
against a horde of costumed extras. Sir Nayland Smith and his party, in this
Americanized version, are innocents, as are the American audience./The
film replaces the mask of the “golden prophet” with the mask of Genghis
Khan— connecting Fu Manchus terrorizing ambitions to a long (imagined)
transhistorical fantasized tradition of Eastern antagonism ag^nst the West.
In the film, the Devil Doctor (played by Boris Karloff, Figure 7) hypno
tizes his white victims, orders large, muscular African guards around, and
calls on East, Central, and West Asian peoples of the world to rally behind
him as the modern successor of the historic Mongol leader, commanding:
“Conquer and breed. Ball the white man and take his women!” Through
the magic of American filmmaking, the twelfthcentury rise of the Mongol
empire, nomads demanding tribute from Central Asia east into China and
west as far as Hungary, becomes part of the iconographic living memory of
moviegoers. Whereas the far more recent and relevant event that might give
Boris Karloff reason to be so bent— the colonial projects in China— are not
scripted (Figure 7). Instead, the personification of an ancient pride and a
vague vengefulness dominate this storytelling tradition.
Another fragment of a later time and place is New York—based Gahan
Wilsons 1979 limited edition print (Figure 8). Wilsons Fu Manchu is retro
and knowing, peering at us with a wink and nod. Wilsons black ink on
yellow paper is a distilled essence of cartooning. Born in 1930, Wilson lived
through the disclosures of the death camps, was familiar with Boris BCarloff
playing Fu, and fully aware of the 1950s60s Civil Rights movement.
Look at Wilsons rendering of Fus hands. The bright yellow, the unmis
takable gesture of threat, the long stiletto nails are the optical equivalent
of the cephalopods tentacles. Certainly this Fu is more an alien creature
than what’s considered proper manliness. But it’s the hypodermic needle
that is most terrifying here. W ith hypodermic needle raised, Wilson’s wry
Fu Manchu is the master of nasty microbes ready to mainline evil into
our collective veins. Wink, wink. Science is no longer in the trusted hands
of an enlightened Western vanguard or John Cast’s romantic “American
Progress.” It is instead in the hands of this monster whose twisted vision
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of progress threatens civilization itself (like Dr. Mengele of the Nazi era or
Mary Shelleys mad scientist of the much earlier Frankenstein [1818]). In
Wilsons hand this pictograph is perversely nostalgic. But is this fear simply
in the past, or is it still living? If it still lives, it surely must be subder and
less obvious. These visual fragments certainly remind us how explicit yellow
perilist anxieties used to be.

WHERE DID THE QUEER COMPOUND YELLOW PERIL COME FROM?

This piece h is been hand printed in an edition o f 330 copies
by The Anselica Press on Curtis Tweedweave paper.
Copyright O 1979 by Gahan W ilson

Figure 8. Gahan Wilson, “Fu Manchu,” lithograph (1979). © Gahan Wilson 1979.

“Yellow,” as a racial signifier in the Western imagination, has come to rep
resent those now classified as “East Asian.” Yet, its first noted usage was
applied to South Asians. In the 1684 publication “New Division of the
Earth, According to the Different Species or Races of Man that Inhabit it,
Sent by a Famous Voyager,” cultural and historical difference was reduced
to “the exterior form of their bodies ... principally in their faces.” Indians of
Asia were dtem ^djaunes, gelb, or olivegelb? “Yellow” (or “green”) to whom?
“East” of where? “Yellow” to an emergent whiteness, and yellow to the
“black” of whiteness. As yellow came to be used farther and farther eastward
in Asia, “brown” became the old yellow for those in between the “far east”
and Europe. Ydlow has never been pure and absolute but always part of a
spectral hybrid of imputed phenotypes. And yellow is part of a visual imagi
nary that varies in relation to the extension of European colonization into
“the Orient.” East of Europe became differentiated into “near,” “middle,”
and “far” with the additional vectors of “south” and “southeast” Asia.
“Peril” to whom? Peril is a potential “at your own risk” danger of injury
or death. In thirteenthcentury Middle English “peril” and “danger” were
used interchangeably. Injury or death could be individual and/or social and/
or civilizational. It is a future possibility especially frequent when the world
of security appears now vulnerable to a larger world of new and unknown
dangers. This AngloNorman term was associated with the “danger of ship
wrecks,” “exposure to danger,” “perile and drede” (1398 c e ), and “to be in
perell” (1475). One of the earliest written records of “peril” is associated
with Christian morality. In Ancrene Wisse, Christian “spiritual temptations”
were equated with “a mortal wound” precisely because of the potential of
peril or danger. As a form of Christian preventive moral regulation, what
could be was therefore considered equivalent to a temptation given into, the

12
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transgression of a taboo.^ Hence, when this elision to be tempted was as
good as sinning, the potential peril was as good as an actual acting out of
temptation.
Generally, however, peril lay in the masculinist world of knyghtes (1440),
robbynge (1378), pyrates (1576), and travel through seas of “Sharkes”
(1634) and “Desarts full of wild Beasts” (1648). Yet, such was the hero’s
chivalric duty to put oneself in harm’s way for the “cause of freedome”
(1398). A 1384 Bible wrote of “In perels of flodis [floods], in perels of
theues [thieves], ... in perils of hethen men.”'*
Many credit German Kaiser Wilhelm II as having coined “die Gelbe
Gefahr” or “the Yellow Peril.” Wilhelm claimed to have had a prophetic
dream of a seated Buddha riding a vicious dragon storm upon Europe.
He commissioned Hermann Knackfiiss in 1895 to illustrate his dream as
gifts to leaders of Europe and America (Figure 9). The painting depicts the
Archangel Michael (who leads the just against Satan during the final battle
of Armageddon in Bible prophecy) cajoling the various European nations
to fight together. An allegorical feminine figure represents each European
nation. The painting is titled “Peoples of Europe, Defend Your Holiest
Possessions.’*
The “holiest possessions” of the Kaiser’s nightmare, the virtue of white
womanhood imagined to be the hallmark of Western Civilization and the
related Lockean idea of liberal self-possession, can also be translated into
English as “dearest goods.” This alternate translation highlights the economic
undertones of this phrase, suggesting that the Kaiser’s nightmare isn’t merely
about civilizational clash, but tied to his expansionist ambitions. Not merely
threatened by Japanese encroachment into China, the Kaiser sought to use
the threat of Japan to avoid an intra-European war over the grab for the
remaining Chinese territory (a competition he feared Germany would lose).
The modern usage of “yellow peril” was said to emerge around the time
of Kaiser Wilhelm’s dream. But as we can see in this brief digging up of
philological genealogies in the Oxford English Dictionary, the origins are
tangled yet consistent. In roughly 1425, Bernard Mandeville wrote, “It es
grete peril to pursue be [by] Tartarenes [Tartars of the Mongol armies].”
And Lord Macaulay wrote, “Their chiefs, when united by common peril,
could bring eighty thousand men into the field” (1841). In an era of tribal
ism, war against a common foe brought unity. Non-Christian “heathens”
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and nomadic warrior Mongols were automatic perils to the settled Christian
way of life. Here we arrive at the roots of the compound joining of yellow
Asians with an imperiled West. In the contemporary Western world, to
evoke Yellow Peril has become synonymous with a looming dread where the
potential threat is as good as any actual violation. Today yellow perilism has
become an omnipresent haze— a malaise that sometimes coheres around an
actual event, a fictitious character, or something else deliciously dangerous
to establishment norms.

are exploring. The historical precision of the term resonates both with a
long history preceding its invention as well as with its continued unspoken
relevance.
W hen the Yanks “scorched” the “Yellow Octopus” in 1945, as in this U.S.
Marine Corps comic book (Figure 10), the threat to Western Civilization
seemed to have ended, for a brief moment at least. As other perils rose to
prominence, the term Yellow Peril fell out of fashion. During the Cold
War, as both the U.S. and Soviet Union competed for the allegiance of the
former European and Japanese colonies, the Library of Congress featured
the subject heading “Yellow Peril” to describe WesternAsian diplomatic
relations. However, in 1992, after Japanese American Senator Daniel Inouye
and his constituents requested it removed, the phrase disappeared from
the classification system. Yet, the archive of books, manuscripts, images,
and meanings still continues. While the term itself has faded into semi
obscurity, fears crystalized and embedded in the West of Yellow Peril still
remain and flourish.
To illustrate, let’s return to the nasty hypodermic needle o f Wilsons
Fu. Regularly, some Asiatic flu, or an Asian beede or supposedly Asian
originated fish nibbling up America’s natural resources ratchets up U.S.
anxieties. The SARS scare made coughing DWA (dangerous while Asian).
Indeed, Steven Soderbergh’s film Contagion (2011) exploits these associa
tions with Asia as the origins o f disease, when Gwyneth Paltrow carries the
deadly virus from a Hong Kong restaurant to the Midwest, infecting and
killing thousands of heartland Americans. Even scarier, however, is the alien
Oriental as a mad scientist.
In a postcivil rights era of anxieties about being accused and sued for
racial discrimination, such evocations of Yellow Peril have become coded
and fly just below the radar. This is the central question of this book. How
do Yellow Peril fears survive in the political culture of the U.S., Great Britain,
Europe, and “the West”? As Wilson’s 1979 commemorative gesture itself
indicates, the iconography is deeply held in the American soul. Therein,
Westernizing innocence is forever violated by foreign evil. The future is
uncertain once again, always. This is why we seek to revive Yellow Peril as
an analytical category. Yellow Peril harkens back to Europe’s earliest dreams
of itself and its others, and still beckons us toward a haunted future. This
tradition can be called yellow perilism.

14

WHERE DID THE YELLOW PERIL TERM GO?

In the twentyfirst century. Yellow Peril is a term that feels a bit out of date.
It emerged at a specific moment of crisis and consolidation yet its meaning
still haunts us today. That s why we use it to describe the phenomenon we

Figure 10. The United States Marines, vol. 1, no. 3 (New York: Magazine
Enterprises, 1943). Government Comics Collection, Love Library, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln. Courtesy of Richard Graham.
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A TRADITION, AN IDEOLOGY, A WAY OF LIFE

Yellow Peril! calls for recognition of this pervasive and multifarious phe
nomenon so we can begin to unpack it, put it in historical context, and
make sense of how it affects our own moment. To do so, we are laying out
a long trajectory of how the West differentiated itself from the East, and the
roles of fantasy villains and civilizational threats in that process. Herein, we
acknowledge a variety of traditions has been necessary to sustain these feel
ings generation after generation.
In the terms of historian Eric Hobsbawm, this is one of Westernization’s
longest running “invented traditions,” one that even today reappears as if
new yet deeply familiar and emotionally resonant.^ Customs and traditions,
as pointed out by Hobsbawm, are infused with inventions, old and recent,
that keep social relations as they have been, and business as usual intact
and more solidified. Images, especially those heavily coded with repeated
motifs of threat and fear, hail us on a visceral, often subconscious level.
Fu Manchu’s hypnotic clawing hand, the yellow octopus’s slimy tentacles
slithering— these images beckon to us. And we respond back. Call and
response is key. These visceral responses appear to be almost primal and
“natural.” We know not of where such revulsion comes from.
This complex and sweeping genealogy of Yellow Peril, connecting
Mongols and Muslims, Jews and Japanese, the West and the East, from
the twelfthcentury past to a horrific dystopic future, suggests the scale and
topography of recurring fears. It is for all times and all places. It is not
fettered by historical realities, but appears as a universal “truth.” Here his
torical facts only complicate this larger faith. Fear as a recurrent pattern, as a
tradition, becomes part of the politics of a people. It becomes ideology and
faith. And like all of what we live with every day, we take such patterns for
granted. Recurrent fear becomes naturalized like the bogeyman, imminent
injury, or death. Yellow Peril fears become systemic, a part of the politi
cal culture of daily life. It becomes yellow perilism— a way of believing,
a way of living. This book, as a critical archive, demonstrates the ongoing
living ideology of Yellow Peril in the logic and fears, the symbolic universe
and material realities, and the domestic and foreign policies of our govern
ing culture. Indeed, yellow perilism is hardwired into the formulation of
Western Civilization itself
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GermanJewish cultural critic Walter Benjamin understood a more
dynamic way to analyze the visual fragments we’ve dug up as part o f the
ruling ideology of any given time. Sometimes fragments of a seemingly
distant past appear as a lightning flash in the present. This sudden intense
light causes uS to look at our surroundings differently and a new configura
tion of recognition is possible. Rather than believe the past is past, Benjamin
argues that ideological blinders prevent us from seeing the pastness o f the
present.^ We literally don’t notice how the powerful shape our everyday
present. It is hidden from sight except at certain moments in which a frag
ment of the past that captures this struggle for power helps us understand a
new pattern of meaning. Suddenly we can literally reconnect or remember
pieces of a puzzle.
W ith this flash of lightning, as if by magic, the odd fragment of “pro
tecting goods” aligns with Schilling’s possessionhappy octopus. W ithin the
logic of colonization, any threat to resist such expansion is understood as a
potential threat to the goods and quality of life of the empire. At the core of
Enlightenment, Reason is the imperial logic of global eminent domain. The
power of Japanese expansionism was readily recognized, in part because the
memory of the Kaiser’s “dream” was still alive. Now the Kaiser’s meaning can
be illuminated more clearly. Note Knackftxss’s painting represents Britannia
as standing well behind Germania. Her shield is down. The Kaiser’s warning
chided Great Britain, other European nations, and the United States. The
true threat is not Germany, but farther east. Don’t put down your defenses
from the true threat o f the Asiatic races!
Certainly, Indianborn writer of British colonialism Rudyard Kipling
had not lowered his guard. His poem “The W hite Man’s Burden,” subtitled
“The United States and the Philippine Islands” (1899), supported Theodore
Roosevelt’s move to colonize the Philippines. He advised it was best to take
a proactive stance in the “Far East.” Soon to frame the rivalry between the
British Empire and Russia over Asia as “the Great Game” (1901), Kipling
was the intellectual of British patriarchal imperium that asserted coloniza
tion as a mission of a father civilizing the poor and benighted, childlike
races. In September 1898, Kipling wrote to Teddy Roosevelt, stating, “Now
go in and put all the weight o f your influence into hanging on perma
nently to the whole Philippines. America has gone and stuck a pickaxe into
the foundations of a rotten house and she is morally bound to build the
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house over again from the foundations or have it fall about her ears.”^ That
November, Kipling sent his poem to Roosevelt, just after Roosevelt was
elected Governor of New York.
This Victor Gillam political cartoon (Figure 11) from Judge, a New
York—based satirical weekly, caricatures what this “civilizing mission” prom
ised, Following John Bull, Uncle Sam is valiantly rescuing oppressed and
barbarized peoples clambering up the rocks of ignorance and superstition
toward “Civilization,” defined by “education” and “liberty.” However, this
vision also evoked criticism and laid the foundations of fear (figures 12
and 13). Was “benevolent assimilation” possible? W hat about the “troubles
which may follow an imperial policy”?
These illustrations personalized global dynamics. A sense of direct threat
was provoked— making the headlines and wordofmouth stories circulat
ing in Berlin, or elsewhere, come alive. Such flashes reconfigure the darkness
of night.

Figure 12. William H. Walker, “The White (?) Man’s Burden,” Life, v. 33, n. 850
(March 16, 1899), cover. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.

ii

Figure 11. Victor Gillam, “The White Man’s Burden (Apologies to Rudyard
Kipling),” Judge, vol. 36, no. 911 (April 1, 1899), 20 0 -1 . The Ohio State University Billy Ireland Cartoon Library & Museum.

Figure 13. Here, an imagined Filipino congressman demands the passage of an
appropriations bill from pro-colonization Speaker of the House Thomas Reed.
Charles Nelan, “Troubles Which May Follow an Imperial Policy,” Cartoons of Our
War With Spain (New York: Frederick A. Stokes, 1898). Richard Samuel West
Collection, Ohio State University Cartoon Library and Museum.
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GEORACIAL MAPPING

Jack London, “'The Yellow Peril” (1904) 30

twists around the obstacle, and, presto! is out of sight in the ramifications
of the Chinese mind where we cannot follow.
The Chinese has been called the type of permanence, and well he
has merited it, dozing as he has through the ages. And as truly was
the Japanese the type of permanence up to a generation ago, when he sud
denly awoke and startled the world with a rejuvenescence the like of which
the world had never seen before. The ideas of the West were the leaven
which quickened the Japanese; and the ideas of the West, transmitted by
the Japanese mind into ideas Japanese, may well make the leaven powerful
enough to quicken the Chinese.
We have had Africa for the Afrikaner, and at no distant day we shall hear
“Asia for the Asiatic!” Four hundred million indefatigable workers (deft,
intelligent, and unafraid to die), aroused and rejuvenescent, managed
and guided by fortyfive million additional human beings who are splen
did fighting animals, scientific and modern, constitute that menace to the
Western world which has been well named the “Yellow Peril.”

Jack London (18761916) was one o f Americas most popular novelists in jh e
early twentieth century. He celebrated the vigor o f white masculinity, and is
best known fo r his Call of the Wild (1903)
W hite Fang (1906), both
set am id the gold rush on the Yukon frontier. London traveled to Korea to
cover the RussoJapanese War (1904) as a correspondentfo r William Randolph
Hearsts San Francisco Examiner, where he wrote this excerpt. Hearsts
Examiner became an ardent advocate fo r military confrontation with Japan
right up until the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. London illus
trated the potential danger o f Asian hordes addressed here in a Juturewar
short story entitled "'The Unparalleled Invasion,” in 1910. In that story,
following the RussoJapanese War, the Japanese give China the industrial
technology it needs to support unlimited population growth. By 1975 China
has a billion people and floods the world with immigrants as a form o f
invasion. To stem this tide an American scientist develops a poison to drop on
the Chinese, exterminating them completely, and the rest o f the world carves
up China’s empty territory fo r settlement. Literary scholar Colleen Lye argues
that Londons yellow perilism reflected his profound anxieties about industri
al modernity’s erosion o f the “White M an’s Way” (the title o f one o f London’s
other stories).
The menace to the Western world lies, not in the little brown man, but
in the four hundred millions of yellow men should the little brown man
undertake their management. The Chinese is not dead to new ideas; he
is an efficient worker; makes a good soldier, and is wealthy in the essen
tial materials of a machine age. Under a capable management he will go
far. The Japanese is prepared and fit to undertake this management. Not
only has he proved himself an apt imitator of Western material progress, a
sturdy worker, and a capable organizer, but he is far more fit to manage the
Chinese than are we. The baffling enigma of the Chinese character is no
baffling enigma to him. He understands as we could never school ourselves
nor hope to understand. Their mental processes are largely the same. He
thinks with the same thoughtsymbols as does the Chinese, and he thinks
in the same peculiar grooves. He goes on where we are balked by the obsta
cles of incomprehension. He takes the turning which we cannot perceive.
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ANGLO AMERICAS “GREAT GAME”

Luther Bradley, “Trying On Her New Necklace” (1907)

The Yellow Danger (1S9S)

As the U.S. imperial project brought American interests into conflict with an
expanding Japan, Roosevelt sent a “Great White Fleet”o f battleships across the
Pacific. This tour was largely symbolic, but sent a clear message. The aggres
sion o f this act made many Americans uncomfortable, though proponents for
expanding American civilization into Asia suggested such acts werefor the good
o f the world and a form o f what Laura Wexler has termed “tender violence. ”
Luther Bradley (1853—1917) supportedAmerican imperialism and his cartoon
registers this view, albeit ambivalently. America as a dainty global power tries
on a fleet o f Pacific battleships as i f they were a string o f pearls. She smiles across
a continent and hemisphere, where Alaska (annexed in 1867) adorns her head
like an evening cap.

From his vantage point in the British Caribbean, M . P. Shiel (1865—1947)
penned this imperial romance in the aftermath o f the SinoJapanese War
(1895). Fu Manchus predecessor Yen How, a Heidelbergeducated genius
medical doctor o f both Chinese and Japanese descent studying in England, seeks
to avenge Ada Stewart’s scorn o f his romantic advances by destroying the white
race and conquering the worldfo r Orientals. Yen manipulates intraEuropean
rivalries over control o f China to fom ent warring among Europeans, which in
turn destroys Western Civilization and leaves Europe vulnerable to invading
hordes.
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Figure 47. Luther Bradley, “Trying On Her New Necklace,” Chicago News,
reprinted. Literary Digest, 35 (December 2, 1907), 972. Courtesy of the New
York Public Library.
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Figure 48. M. P. Shiel, The Yellow Danger {London: Grant Richards, 1898). Fales
British Collection, Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University.
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stayed on, hoping for some consideration. But it was no use. Bewildered,
they walked outside; suddenly the child began to cry with hunger. The
Filipino went back to the restaurant and asked if he could buy a bottle of
milk for his child.
‘Tt is only for my baby,” he said humbly.
The proprietor came out from behind the counter. “For your baby?” he
shouted.
“Yes, sir,” said the Filipino.
The proprietor pushed him violently outside. “If you say that again in
my place. I’ll bash in your head!” he shouted aloud so that he would attract
attention. “You goddamn brown monkeys have your nerve, marrying our
women. Now get out of this town!”
“I love my wife and child,” said the Filipino desperately.
“Goddamn you!” The white man struck the Filipino viciously between
the eyes with his fist.
Years of degradation came into the Filipino’s face. All the fears of his life
were here— in the white hand against his face. Was there no place he could
escape? Crouching like a leopard, he hurled his whole weight upon the
white man, knocking him down instandy. He seized a stone the size of his
fist and began smashing it into the man’s face. Then the white men in the
restaurant seized the small Filipino, beating him unconscious with pieces of
wood and with their fists.
/
He lay inert on the road. W hen two deputy sheriffs came to take him
away, he looked tearfully back at his wife and child.
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about the debased and dangerous consequences o f falling in love with a man like
Chang. Despite this covers allusion to rape by a degraded horde, the text itself
contains no such suggestion.

12 Chinam en a n d a Woman (1950)
James Hadley Chase (19061985) was a prolijic and popular British author
considered to have pioneered the detective thriller genre. In this novel, even
though Glorie Leadler “could have had a dozen men at herfeetfo r the asking, it
was a solitary Oriental that made her heart beatfast. ” When her lover, Chang,
is killed by Cubans smuggling Chinese laborers into Florida, Leadlers quest
fo r revenge leads her to join the criminal underworld. She poses as an inno
cent victim to manipulate rival gang members into killing each other. Afier a
private investigator confronts Leadler about the truth, she breaks down in tears

Figure 63. James Hadley Chase, 12 Chinamen and a Woman (New York: Novel
Library, 1950), cover. Yoshio Kishi/lrene Yah Ling Sun Collection of Asian Americana made possible in large part in memory of Dr. Wei Yu Chen. Fales British
Collection, Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University.
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Helen Zia, “AutoWorld” (1984)

Robert B. Reich, “Is Japan Really Out to Get Us?” (1992) 27

Writer and activist Helen Zia took thisphoto (Figure 64) at Six FlagsAuto World
in Flint, Michigan, in 1984, a shortlived theme park in the heartland o f the
U.S. car manufacturing industry. She writes: “/ was there as a journalist to
cover the opening, I found this poster among old Chevys and 1930s gas sta
tions. ” The theme park, designed fo r fam ily visitation, was with this poster
also teaching stereotypes to the next generation. Featuring a car/bomber with
buckteeth and slanted eyes, the yellow and red poster was approximately 5 ’ by
5 ’ Michael Moore caught the tearing down o f AutoWorld in his film Roger
and Me (1997). Helen Zia, in noting how lim ited the documentation o f such
images tends to be, writes: Y have no idea i f there are any more images o f the
poster. There was no artist identification or whatever. ”

Robert B. Reich, U.S. Secretary o f Labor (1993—97) wrote this article to
counter widespreadfears about “Japan, Inc. ” Throughout the 1980s, politicians
and industry leaders such as Lee lacocca blamed Japan fo r the failures o f U.S.
industry. Despite the enormous influence o f the U.S. over Japanese policy (in
cluding 100,000 U.S. troops based in Okinawa), and the Reagan and Carter
administrations “handsoff" policies implicitly supporting deindustrialization,
many Americans believed the Japanese were attacking U.S. jobs. Pundits offered
major union concessions as the only solution for making the U.S. more “com
petitive, ” blaming U.S. workers fo r not being as industrious and loyal as they
imagined the Japanese to he. A m id this climate o f insecurity and scapegoating,
Vincent Chin, a young Chinese American in Detroit, was beaten to death with
a baseball bat the evening o f his bachelor party by two white autoworkers who
yelled “It’s because o f you motherfuckers that were out o f work.

Figure 64. AutoWorld exhibition poster, Flint, Ml (1984). Photo: Helen Zia. Courtesy of Helen Zia.
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“We are definitely at war with Japan,” says John Connor, the venerable
detective in Michael Crichtons Rising Sun, as he guides his junior officer
through the intricate web of Japans evil conspiracy to take over America.
Here is the latest, and least subtle, of a great tide of books demonizing the
Japanese. Almost all are classified as nonfiction; a few like Rising Sun, as
fiction. But in this genre the distinction blurs. Mr. Crichtons characters
frequently deliver short lectures on the subject of Japans insidious design,
mixing established fact with fantasy. The result is a thriller that doubles as a
crude polemic. Just in case the reader misses his point, Mr. Crichton warns
in an afterword of Japans “adversarial trade, trade like war, trade intended
to wipe out the competition,” and encourages readers to verify the claims
his characters make by consulting several recent works of nonfiction, which
he lists.
But the nonfiction books Mr. Crichton cites also tend to mix factual
analyses of Japans economic strength with hyperbolic visions of Japans plot
to run the United States. High on the list is Agents o f Influence (1990) by
Pat Choate, which is partly a thoughtful examination of influencepeddling
by all large corporations, but also partly a paranoid fantasy about Tokyo’s
alleged payoffs to influential Americans to achieve “effective political domi
nation over the United States” ...
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treacherous hordes. Remember the Alamo! Remember Custer! Remember the
Maine! Remember Pearl Harbor! Historicizing the already scary attacks exacer
bated American anxieties, and hardened resolve, but also might accountfo r the
particular brutality o f the war in the Pacific?
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Rey Chow, “The A^e o f the World Target” (1998)®
The use o f nuclear weapons and the embrace o f M utually Assured Destruction as
a means o f global stability profoundly shaped American culture. Historian Tom
Engelhardt has argued that dropping the bomb provoked a profound national
sense o f unease about what he terms “victory culture” that still reverberates.
Cultural critic Rey Chow wrote the essay excerpted here before the attacks on
the World Trade Center, but her analysis helps fiame Engelhardt’s contention
that naming the site o f those attacks “Ground Zero, ”the namefo r the center o f
a nuclear explosion, as well as the fabricated threat o f Iraq’s weapons o f mass
destruction taking the form o f a “mushroom cloud” over a U S. city, illustrates
how America’s unresolved relationship to the destructive power o f the military
still animates national culture.^
For most people who know something about the United States’ intervention
in the Second World War, there is one image that predominates and seem
ingly preempts the rest: the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, pictorialized in the now familiar image of the mushroom
cloud, with effects of radiation and devastation of human life at a scale never
before imaginable.* Alternatively, we can also say that our knowledge about
what happened to Hiroshima and Nagasaki is inseparable from the image of
the mushroom cloud. As knowledge, “Hiroshima” and “Nagasaki” come to
tis inevitably as representation and, specifically, as a picture. Moreover, it is
not a picture in the older sense of a mimetic replication of reality; rather it
has become in itself a sign of terror, a kind of gigantic demonstration with
us, the spectators, as the potential target...
In a wellknown essay, “The Age of the World Picture,” Martin Heidegger
argues that in the age of modern technology, the world has become a “world
picture.” However, he adds, this “does not mean a picture of the world but
the world conceived and grasped as a picture.”^ By this, Heidegger means
* For an account o f the immediate consequences o f the dropping o f the bombs in
Hiroshima, see John Hersey, H iroshim a (N ew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946). For
accounts o f the censorship o f information about the atomic bomb in the aftermath
o f the Second^Wbrld War, see M onica Braw, The A tom ic B om b Suppressed: A m erican
Censorship in O ccupied Japan (Armonk, NY: M . E. Sharpe, 1991).

Figure 67. Remember Pear/F/aribor (New York: Street & Smith, 1942). Comic Art
Coliection, Special Collections, Michigan State University Libraries.

t Martin Heidegger, The Q uestion Concerning Technology a n d O ther Essays, trans.
W illiam Lovitt (N ew York: Harper Colophon Books, 1977).
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that his policy has been fundamentally flawed from the very beginning.”*
And so it is that long after Vietnam— long after Grenada, Libya, Panama,
and Gulf I, we Americans find ourselves cast in a Sartrean tale of “no exit,”
bound to a neverending story o f humiliation and war.

John Esposito, “Islam and the West:
A Clash o f Civilizations?” (1999)^^
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Jesse Springer, “On Our Knees” (2004)
A cousin o f Yellow Peril, the Arabasvillain has dominated Western popular
culture since the socalled Arab O il Embargo. Springers cartoon visualizes the
pervasive sense that the U.S., embodied by Uncle Sam, is shamefully depen
dent and subservient to Oriental despots. In todays iconography the costume o f
the sheik signifies racial difference, sexuality, and power, rendering America the
victim.

Figure 71. Jessie Springer, “On Our Knees,” The RegisterGuard (October 24,
2004). © Jessie Springer 2004. Courtesy of the artist, www.springercreative.com.
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This excerpt, written before 9U 1 or the Arab Spring, ”reminds us that the dis
information about Islamic “jihads"' against the “West”was not simply a popular
reaction to the attacks, but a symptom o f deeper U.S. academic and policy as
sumptions. Throughout U.S. history, elites have promoted the “cultural” and
“biological”origins o f conflicts rather than acknowledge the division o f resources
as a proper subject o f politics. Colonial and neocolonial administrators have
justified their rule by portraying the populations they speakfo r as unfitfo r self
government, decrying indigenous demands fo r democratic control as threats to
the global order. Such thinking shapes the very policies it was invented to justify.
Fear often issues in the demonization o f an enemy or threat. For decades,
international relations were conducted within the context of a superpower
rivalry, between East and West, the Soviet Union and the United States.
In the postCold War period, many who seek new demons warn of an
Islamic threat to Western civilization or of an impending clash of civiliza
tions. Increasingly, voices in America and Europe proclaim, “The Muslims
are coming, the Muslims are coming!”*...
There are lessons to be learned from the Cold War. Celebration of the
unraveling of communism and the victory of democracy has been tempered
by questions that go to the heart of our ability to understand, analyze, and
formulate policy. Delight at the triumph of democracy was accompanied
by a growing realization of the extent to which fear and the demonization
of the enemy blinded many to the true condition and extent of the Soviet
threat. Viewing the Soviet Union through the prism of the “evil empire” was
ideologically reassuring and emotionally satisfying, justifying the expendi
ture of enormous resources and the support of a vast militaryindustrial
complex. However, our easy stereotypes of the enemy and the monolithic
nature of the communist threat also proved costly in other respects. Despite
an enormous amount of intelligence and analysis, few seemed to know until
* W hen I first wrote this phrase, I feared som e might think the statement a bit out
rageous. I discovered subsequently that the N a tio n a l Review had published Daniel

* L. Wbolsey, “Repeating the Mistakes o f Vietnam,” January 18, 2007, H ouse o f

Pipes s “The Muslims Are ComingI The Muslims Are Com ing!” November 19, 1990,

Representatives, Congressional Record.
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